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Figure 1. Shield Plains. SAR image showing a typical region of shield plains (psh)
located south of Ua-ogrere Mons within Akkruva Colles.
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Figure 2. Shield Field. SAR image with geologic unit contacts. Shield field (psf) and digitate plains
material of the shield field (pdsf). The shield field and digitate plains appear to be contemporaneous.
The digitate plains unit is interpreted to be a flow field associated with the shield field and both are
interpreted to overlie regional plains (pr) and densely lineated plains (pdl). The flow field cuts across
and buries structural lineaments from Metra Corona, and the shield field overlies pr and therefore
postdates the shield plains unit (psh).
.
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Figure 3. Shield Plains. SAR image with geologic unit contacts. The shield plains unit (psh)
directly and consistently overlies tessera (t) and is directly and consistently overlain and
embayed by radar dark regional plains (pr). Isolated shield edifice kipukas are surrounded
by the radar dark regional plains (pr) material east of the tessera (t).

Figure 4. Shield Plains. SAR image with geologic unit contacts. The small shields within Boann
Corona are associated with a north-south trending structural pattern that predates and is
topographically higher than the regional plains (pr). These shields represent a small portion of psh
that has been embayed by the regional plains (pr) and may have been uplifted or protected by the
formation of the corona.

Summary
• Adjoining quadrangles Shimti Tessera (V-11) and Vellamo Planitia (V-12) were partially mapped in the mid-90s to early 2000s. Initial results included description and interpretation of
a new terrain unit named shield plains, or Akkruva shield plains, consisting of widespread small shield volcanoes and associated lava flows [1].
• Following the initial study, many other mapped Venus quads also identified a shield plains or shield terrain unit [2]. Two end-member interpretations of areas of small shields have
been debated over the years: (a) they represent a local or regional stratigraphic unit [3,4]; or (b) they represent a global stratigraphic unit [5]. Attempts to test the two hypotheses have
focused on inconsistencies in stratigraphic relationships between the clusters of small volcanoes and the surrounding regional plains.
• Revised geologic maps of V-11 and V-12 have now been completed using GIS map standards and submitted to the planetary mapping program. The new maps provide better
stratigraphic control on small shield volcanoes. Mapping has identified both younger shield fields and an extensive area of older shield plains.
• Globally, shield fields occur that are younger than or older than the regional plains [7,8,9]. They can be compared to terrestrial volcanic fields; melt areas of limited extent and low
magma rates delivered to the surface and occurring locally throughout Venus geologic history. Shield plains are substantially different in number and density of shields and show
consistent stratigraphic relationships. They may be more analogous to the Snake River Plains shield volcanoes [13] or terrestrial seamounts [14]; that is, volcanism associated with
widespread melt sources and formed during a restricted and specific geologic time.
• Stratigraphic relationships in V-11 and V-12 are evidence for a major peak of small shield volcanic activity after the formation of tessera and prior to the emplacement of the regional
plains. The question remains whether the surface is produced in a punctuated, catastrophic or continuous formation [10,11]. It may be that shield plains are produced by accumulation
of individual shield fields; however, evidence in V-11 and V-12 indicates that this accumulation occurred at a specific period in Venus geologic time.

